Notes for students
Based on the grades of a current and rating control, teacher deduces the
grade of rating permission (ОРД), which is determined by the formula (the
formula contains Russian letters):
ОРД=(ОТК*0,3+РК*0,5+СРС*0,2)
ОРДis an average grade for practical lessons from the 1st to 8th weeks
for specialties 051101”Nursing”, 051102 “Publichealth”, 051105
“Pharmacy”, from the 1stto 8th weeks for “General Medicine”, 051302
“Dentistry”;
РК is grade of rating (midterm) control;
СРС is an assessment of students’ individual work within 8 weeks for
specialties 051101 “Nursing”, 051102 “Public health”, 051105 “Pharmacy”,
within 9 weeks –for 051301 “General medicine”, 051302 “Dentistry”.
A student may increase his/herОРД1 or ОРД2 during a semester, but no
later than three days before the start of examination session for a good
reason and when delivering a supporting document.
For this purpose you need to:
а) Perform permission to the registrar office from a dean’s office issued on
the basis of the document confirming your absence in lessons for a good
reason during the period of a particular ОРД;
b) Attach a copy of the document confirming your absence in lessons for a
good reason during the period of a particular ОРД;
б) Fill out an application to the head of the sector of
Registrar-office. The individual sheet that is submitted later than a specified
date is not taken into account when further rating is calculated.
You are allowed to take an examination in a discipline if you have a
permission rating grade no less than 50%. If you do not complete the
missed lessons during a semester, teacher has the right not to allow you to
take an exam or test in accordance with the discipline policy.
Based on the average grade of the permission rating and the grade of
exam, a final grade is calculated, which is a decisive grade for a discipline.
Final grade for a discipline is determined by the formula(the formula
contains Russian letters):
ИО=(ОРДср*0,6)+(ОИК*0,4)
In other words, we sum up60% of average permission grade and 40% of
examination grade.

Attention!If you get the grade“2” in the examination, then “unsatisfactory”
grade is put on the examination sheet and the final grade isnot calculated,
even if you have a high grade of the average permissionrating. In this case,
you are included into the number of debtors and remainfor a paid summer
semester. Retaking of a positive examination gradeinorder to raise it is not
permitted.
Attention! It is not enough just to pass the session with positive grades! It is
necessary to gain the established transferable GPA point.
GPA (Grade Point Average) is anaverage weighted score of the level of
academic achievements of a student in the chosen specialty. It is used for
the student's transfer to subsequent courses.
For the specialties “Nursing”, “Public Health”, “Pharmacy”, “General
Medicine”, “Dentistry”, AMUestablished the following GPA transfer point:
From 1st to 2nd year – GPA 1.33;
From 2nd to 3rd year – GPA 1.67;
The average point is calculated based on the student's final results in all
disciplines according to the formula(the formula contains Russian letters):

Б– numeric equivalent of points in a discipline
i–the number of disciplines in the curriculum for a year
KK – the amount of disciplines in credits, hours.
The average point (GPA) is calculated as the ratio of the sum of
themultiplication of creditsand the final gradein a discipline (in
quantification) and thesum of credits for the current period of study.If you
do not get the set transferable point (GPA), you have to repeat a training
course.
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